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Thus note describes the measurement of body lsyers on two Cone3 
of total angles 100 al-d 200 in a supersonic airstream of M = 2.k5 anil 
u.tder zero heat transfer conditions. 

Transition from lamin- to turbulent flom occurred between four 
and six in hes fkom the 
between IO 8 2 

i.p of the IO0 cone at a Keynolils number 
snd 1.4 x 10 ; the layer on the 20° cone was laminsr over 

1% entire length of six inches, i.e. 
106. 

up to a xcynoLL¶ number of I.4 x 

Most of the lsminex boundary lqer measurements were made on the 
ZOO cone and results agree reasonably well with the flat plate solution 
of Monaghan 'c'ransformed by the theoretical wne-flat plate relations of 
Hantzsche and Benrit4, and Eiagl~. 

All 'the data for the turbulent boundary layer were obtained Lrom 
measurements made on the IO0 cone and compsr~son with flat plate data2 
indicates that the cone-flat plate relation ia wx.thin 6 per cent of an 
empirical relation aneh@n~~ to the {5 laminxc boundary Layer factor. 
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The investigation of the boundary layer characteristios of a body of 
revolution cyynndzioallyplaced inaunifom supersoticairstreem canbe 
regarded as a natural extension of work of a similar natuxe on flat 
plates2r3. A test pro&~snme was therefore set out to measure the boun- 
day layer on cones end to correlate the results with those ob4isin.d for 
afXatpl%te. This note 1-s canoed with a series of tests made with 
zero heat transfer conditions at the cane surfaae. 

A single sL&d wooden nozzle design&? for a non&d free stream 
Hach number of 2.48 was usad for all to&s, the cone being mounted 
axially on the cm~'cce line of the 5 &oh square workzing seotion. Two 
cones were constructed for the tests, a hoUow perspex cOne of 100 total 
angle and a hollow copper cone of 200 total. angle. The perspex cone was 
designed specifica1l.y for sero heat transfer tests. It was intended that 
the copper cone should be a development ;nodel for subsequent heat transfer 
cones, but it was considered that in a&?iition useful comparisons couldbe 
tie belzreen results obtained from the two cones uder zero heat transfer 
conditions. In practice however this comparison was restrioted as the. 
boundary Layer 0 r the entire surfaoe of the 200 oone was laminar 
(Rex = I.@. x 1 J ), whereas transition o cut-red at about 4 inches from 
the tip of the I@ cone (Rex = 0.96 x 1 d ). The investigation of the 
turbulent bwdary layer was therefore entirely confined to the 100 cone, 
the bulk of the laminar boundary layer investigation being ruade on the 
20° cone. 

Tamperaturereooveryfaotorswere obtaindfram measurements on the 
I@ cone only andbeoause of the small tip angle the thermocouple 
measurements ware oonfined to tim rexc of the cone surfaoe over whioh 
the boundary layer was tizbulent. 

2 Ekperimenta.a~tx~ 

The tests described in this note were mde using the same wind 
tunnel faoiJ..ities as used in previous flat plate testsl92,3. Lh&LioationS 
were made to the working se&ion to take a cone mounting (fig.1) but no 
alterations to the instrumentation were necessary. 

2.1 cones eril SuPportn 

The IO0 perspex cons shc~m in figs. 2, 3 end. 4 is 12 inches long 
end has en 5nolLlaed angle of loo. Tine body is mouLaed from 0.25 inch 
pempex sheet ta form a hollow cone. The tip is stainless steel (tip 
radius 0.005 inch) to avoid erosion and extends far 2.5 inches of the 
cone length, There are sSX static pressure points (0.015 inoh diameter) 
aid the same number of copper oonstantan thermocouples ma& from 0.008 
inch die.meter wire, the positions being given in fig.2. Because of the 
S&U. total angle of the cone it was not possible to looate the thermo- 
couples closer to the tip than 5 inches. The thermocouple jut&ions were 
cemented into the holes with durofix ad aarefully positioned so as to be 
flush with the ~;ilrfacc without being covered with cement. 

The 200 copper cone (figs. 5, 6 and 7) is 6 inohes long, the base 
diameter (due to blockage oonsiderations) being the same as the 100 cone. 
It was made in the form of a coniad shell 0.050 inch thick, the tip 
(radius 0.005 inch) being detachable. Static pressure points are posi- 
tionea spirally aMuna the cone at 900 intervals and in half inch steps 
(fig.5). They are formed from stainless steel hypdermio tubing 
"Easincmved" into the shelL 
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Each cone has its own support ard stingwhioh. are of similar pattern. 
The support is a machined forging of wedge section which spans the tunnel 
an? is held in steelblocks in the sidewalls. The tr&lingeQe is 
detachable end is in the form of a hollow wedge through wbiah pressure 
tubes ayld thermooou ples are led via the support blocks to the outside of 
the tunnel. 

The cones are alignea in pit&by means of pit& al@mkdbars 3 

which are rqidly attached to the en& of the supper+ !Lk.e cons is pcsi- 
tionedvisuallywiththe aid.of sightingwires adthenlockedinto poSi- 
tion with look nuts. No provieion is made for siLjustment in yW. 

2.2 The tuii1 work sectian 

The working se&ion (fig.?) is a dngle sided wooden nozzle with a 
kndow fitted into eaoh side wall and is of similar oonstsuaticol 6J-d fO2.70 
to those us& for the flat pkte1,2,3. Roles for the pitot hdiier are 
spacedat intervals along the centreline of the profilewall. The 
original nozzle was constructed with these holes offset 5 inch from the 
centre line to reduce interference fromthe pitotsupporttubewhen 
traversing the oerdeline. The interfsrence was found to be negligible 
sn3.beaaus.e of the Wvenienoe of us5ng cxxdced tubes a new nozzle was 
ma&e with holes on the oenke line. Pitot holders were &Ki.led so that 
the movement of the pitot is normal to the surfaoe of the oone. 

2.3 Tonne1 cal#ratti 

The nozzle (an adaptation of a Kochelnozele) was designed to give 'r 
anominalfree streamMachnuniber of 2.48. Static pressure measurements 
on the flatwdl of the nozzle Siioatedanaverage free otresmMaoh 
mmiber in this region of 2.45 with a variation of 5 0.5 per cent. 3%~ 
conditions in the vicinity of the cone were obtained from measurements of * 
total pressure axdtemperature justupstreom of the nozzle ardfrom stat50 
pressures on the cone surface. Theikchnurnberdistributionaalorythe 
top generators of the cones are shown in fig.10 indicating a variation of 
2 1 per cent an3 good agreement with the theoretical values. 

3 Potential fm av*r oones 

The potential flov over a cone in a supersonic stream is non-uniform 
atla thus for integration of certainboudarylayer f?unationsnoxmaLto 
the surface it is important to define *free stream' conditions mtely 
outside the lapi-. 

Taylor ad Nacoll have demonstrated theoretic that the potential 
flow field. around a aone in a supersonic flow is one in which the pars.- 
meter!3 pressure, densityandvelocity are allconstantover conica.lsur- 
faces lying between the cone surface ad the attached. Haoh cone an13 
having vertiues co' oident with that of the cone. PI.1.T. h&ve prrduood 
numarical solutions and from these ldach number disk%utions are plotted "g 
in figs. 9 and 10. I 

The potential flow d.i.stribution shown in fig.9 for a IO0 cone shows 
that within 3 bousdary layer tXoknesses of the outer edge of the lsyer 
there is a variation af 0.15 per oent in the Mach number distcibution 
(the presence of the boundary layer itself till alter the werall level 
of the Ma& rnder by about 2 per cent). This velocity gradient is SO 
small as to have little or 110 effect on the definition of the edge of the 
bourdary layer and there is no practiasl ?lLfficulty in seleoting free 
streamboun&uyoonditLons. (ItisdifficulttoccmparetheexperimentaJ. 
variation with the theoretioal one but pitot traverses indioate that 
measured changes in hfach rxuniber are no larger then the oorrespo~ 
theoretical values. ) 
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The theoretical values of the ltach rum&w MI just outside the 
bowdary layer are shown 111 fig.10 and overestimate the measured values 
by between I end 2 per oent. The former are un- ted for the presence 
of the boudary layer and for the *purposes of calculation the following 
valueo of MI are used 

IO0 cane, % = 2.35 

2o” cone, 3 t- 2.23 , 

4 Tne boundary layer: general definitions a& measurements 

&.I Bow layer definitions 

The ahsracteristios of theboun&rylayer are describdbelow: 

Displacement thiokness 6' = i"(l-+Y (1) 
0 

IWmhm thickness 8 = p$-t -+Y (2) 

0 

where p is the densify in thebou&zylayer 

u is the velocity in theboundarylayer pasalklto the surfkx 

y &the ordinatemeasuredperper&kular'cothe surface(in 
this oase the oone surface) 

6 is the boundxcy layer thi&neos 

end sub5cript I refers to free stream condition. 

The values of 6% and 0 are 0alcuJated from experimental zwdbgs 
in a manner similar to that desoribod in ref.2. 

For zero pressure graiiient along the cone surface the local. skin 
friction ooeffi.cient is given by 

(4) 

(The oorrefipond~ flat plate equation ic: cf = 2 $f) 

where x is the distance measured along a oonc generator from the tip 

T = P@ (P is the viscosity) 

subaccript w refers to conditions at y = 0, 

By integrating equation (4) along the ccne surface from the tip to 
position 'XI the total skin friotion ooeffiai~t is glen by 
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(5) 

(Thecorresponain@;flatp~teequationis c$ = %) 

where F is the ovzs.llviscousforoe experiencdbya section of 
the cone 

S is tha corresponding wetted sixa. 

Boundary layer chsraoteristios on cones were obtained from measure- 
ments of total pressure in the boundary layer, static pressures at the 
cone surface ardfromsurface temperatureneasurementsTAith~e~COUple5 
fittedflushwith the surface of the cone. Fitch presses were measured 
through the layer with dlbore steel or quarts t&es. 

Transitionfrcmlaminsr to tdxilentflowwas deteotedbymeasuring 
pit&pressures along a cone generator. l'hiswascsrriedoutbymeans 
of a tcxeeper! tiewhichendbles a continuous traverse tobe made 
psralleltothe surface. Theboudsriesbetween lsminar and transition 
regions, transition ard ttiulent regions are charaotermed by markA 
obmges in total pressure (see fig.15). 

4.21 Effects of pitot size on the measurement of the born 
2k%E 

The effects of pitot size were confined almast entirely ta the 
With boundary layer tM.aImesses of the order of 

0.030 in%~~&?%%m on the IO0 cone and at the rear of the 20' cone) 
the relative ina ocuraoies in measurement were also found to be of greater 
significanoe for the laminar boudary layer than for the turbulent layer. 

The sise effects are described in detail Z-I ref.7 and it was feud 
that apparent distortions irthebou~~K~~'J.ayerexising frommeasurements 
with pitot t&es add be related to the parameters 

(where 6 is theboundary layer thickness and 
(")N and (3 

y is aReynoldsnu?&er 

based on local conditions within the bounckuy layer and. the tube diameter 
a). It was found7 that to avoid appreciable errors in the oaloulxtion of 
V and e from experimental &ta, observation of the rough criterion 

0 i 
< 0.2 was suffbient; the parameter $ 

0 
was less important in 

this respt. I-Iowever,boudarylayermeasurements desoribdin this 
note and the size effects of ref.7 mare carried out to a large extent in 
parallel and it was not possible therefore to fully utilise the findirys * 
of ref. 7 in the plandng of this test series. It is useful however to 
oompere present results on a $ basis ad the experimental data have been 
div+iit?d into two parts, the firstobtainedfkompitottravcrses fslling 
into the oategory 2 > 0.3, the seooul obtained frcxn pitot traverses 
falling into the category f< 0.3. (The limit has been act%ibxcily 
raised for the present test series beoause of the relatively dl pro- 
portion of pitottraverseswhichcome ida the oategory # < 0.2.) 
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Points plotted on e;raphs taken fmn. data confozming to 
0 t 

< 0.3 

are termd 'limit points' and show less scatter than those in the former 
EmUP. 

This is not an entirely satisfactory way of baling d.vith these size 
effeots but in future it is intetied rrrhere possible to seleat pitots so 
that the * value is approximatcljr the same for all traverses. 

5 Thelaminarbounrlarylayer 

It has beon shown thsoreticalJy by Hantzsche and Wed+, and 
&mgledJ that a sinple relation exists between the lslpinar boutdsry lsyer 
solution on a cone ad the ~rrespcmdkg solution on a flat plate (see 
para. 5.3). Fxpcrlmentalresults obtained on the 10° srd 200 cones are 
therefore canpared direotly with 

(a) an appxodmate flat plate solution9 byilonagban, 

(b) flat plate results obtained from tests**3 in the same tunnel. 

5.1 Experimental results 

Measured velocity profiles over the formal portion of the oone are 
shown in fig.11. The profiles for the 100 mne were obtained from pitot 
traverseshaving wnsiderablyleqer * ratios thanthose for the 20° 

cons andare not so consistent. 

Creeper &verses show transition to cormenoe at x = 4 inches 
(Rex = 0.96 x 106) on the 100 cone (fig.15) ad not at all on the 200 
wne. This is not inconsistent with the trends shovmby the veloaity 
profiles. 

Pigs. 12 and 13 show the variation of displacement and lILcpnentum 
thicknesses for 100 and 200 cones. The exprimental points osnbe repre- 
sentadbythe foIlming equations: 

100 cone 

sx = 3.18 (Rex)’ x 

200 cone 

sx 
4 

= 2.30 (Rex) x (8) 

9 e 0.4.2 (Rex)-+ x * (9) 

5.2 Ckmparisonbetween the oone experimental results ad a kmLm.r 
bourdry l.a,yer amroximate soluki-uv 

Theoretical equations oorrespcrvling to equations (G), (7), (8) an3 
(9) are for 

IO0 cone (19 = 2.35) 

sx = 2.445 (Rex) 
-4 

x 

= 0,371 (Rex) 
4 

e x 
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20' cone (Ii, = 2.23) 

sx 2: 2.30 (Rex) -4 
X (17-J 

8 x2 0.371 (Rex:4 x . (13) 

These are obtd.nedfrumEhonaghsnfs flat plate lsminuboundaryleyer 
approximate solutions transformed by theoretical flat plate-cone boundary 
layer relations (para. 5.3 and Appendix I). Direct compezison LS nude 
between the theoretioal aurves and. experimental potits in figs. 12 and 13. 
In Table I below,however, results are corrected to a N.a& number of 2.35 
(see Appendix V). 

Table I 

A conuarison between the mpmimntal and. 
theoretical Clamimx boundszylaver funatians 
far SUPersonic flow over 100 ana 200 CQnes 

Theorettial 

Experimental data have been corrected tiere necessary to conditions 
oorresponaine; to q = 2.35. The test&oh numbers imdiately outside 
the boundarylayor ape E$ = 2.35 for the IO0 cone and WI = 2.23 for 
the 200 cone. 

These comparisons show that agrecnent between the results from the 
20° cone and the approximate solution are reasonably god. The IO0 oone 
results show a boundary layer growth much in excess of that prediotedby 
theory. Greater relianoe can be placcd on the results from the 20' cone 
b-se of the superior tip joint and beczusc the effeots of pitot size on 
the measurements ere mu& less marked. The d/S ratios were maoh smaller 
for traverses on the 2@ cone than those for the IOC cone and this is 
reflected in reduced scatter and greater accuracy in the 200 cone results. 

5.3 Com~iwns between measured aones a-d flat plate ban&w lwrs 

Before comparing the experimentalresults of the cones aMflatplate2 
it is convenient to sta e the theoretical relations derived by Hantsohe 
and Werdtb, ard Mangl ea. The boundsxy layer equations, for a f'lat plate 
and a body of revolution in a uniform supersonic flow are shvan to be 
simplyrelatedby afunotti of the cc-ordinates of thebcdyofrevolution. 
For a cone the Pun&ion is independent of oone angJ.e and becomes the simple 
factor shown in theoaneSlat plate relations given ovezleaf: 
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Displacement thickness 1 

Momentum thidness 

I 

Local skin friction 

f.~x(Rex> -2 x-’ Jo 
/ =--- 

[Gx(Rex)z x-'lp l3 

[O(Rex)' x"']~ , 
=- 1. 

[O(Rex)' x-'] 
43 

P 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

overallakin- 
iCFbx)‘l 
-----$ = $i3 
[CF(Rex)21 

(17) 

P 

where subscripts c and p refer to cone ardflatplaterwpootively, 

Correspnding relations deriti from test results of the IO0 aid 
200 cones ana the flat plate show cmid~bledivcrgoncefrcmthe 
theoreticsl relations and no real conclusions can be drawn. This laok 
of agreement sad consistency should be considered with the following 
facts in mind. Tests on the flat plate and IO0 oonc were carried out 
with the ernphasio on the measurement of the turbulent boundary layer, 
measurement of tine ldnar boundary layer being of a more incidental 
nature. only in tests on the 200 cone was special attention paid to 
fl.ov oon&i.tions in the tip region and to the effects of pitot size on 
boundary layer measuxements. 

5.4 The shape wrameter H 

&perimental values of H =$ arc shown in Pig.ll+ Data for the 
ldmarboudery show a large amount of scatter a.& are in general mr- 
estimated by theory. The values of II (for the laminm layer) for the 
loo cone tend to increase with x, but those for the 200 oone do not 
vary appreoiably with X. 

5.5 Skin friction 

The overall sldn friction coeffiaient Cp is plotted against 
Reynolds nticr in. fig.10, and exce$ for a few 'limit points' e-i- 
mental data are underestLmatcd by the theoretical ouryc. 

5.6 Some conchsions rwp.rding the lxm5m.r boundary layer results 

Conclusions regarding the laminar bmndary layer results maybe 
summarisea as follows. Tneoretioal results obtained from the appmxbmte 
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solution9 of Iionaghsn and the fi theoretical cone-flat plate transfrmna- 
tion factors 3re reasonably suppwted by 
200 axle. 

exparimental results from the 

Xxperimental results from the fO" cone and the flat plate test3 are 
less satisfactory because of the incidental. nature of the laminor boundary 
layer jnvestigation in these two cases Cone-flat plate relations obtained 
from comparisons based entirely on experimental results from 100 at-d ZOO 
oone ardflatplate tests are therefore notr&iable anddo not support 
the theoretical a factor& 

It is clear from the previous paragraphs that the accurate measure- 
ment of the lednar b&y Qyer of the order of thi&nes3 described in 
this note requires considerable care and attention to &Aail. Particular 
attention mst be paid to the smoothness of the forebody, the profile of 
the tip or lead&q edge and flow conditions at the model anky. Scatter 
of the measured results may be rduced by greater control of pit& si3e - 
pitots should conf+orm a3 olo3ely as possible to the limit3 proposed in 
ref. 7. 

6 Tran3itionf'roma lrrminarto aturbulentbow%rylayer 

Tho position of the transition was determined by mews of a creeper 
traverse along the surfaoe of the cones. For zero heat transfer con&L- 
tions the boutdry laJrer on the 20' cone va3 ladnar over the enttie 
3urfaoe. Tran3ition occurred tier these condition3 on the IO0 cone 3zd. 
a surfaoe pit&pressure plcti3 ahovn infig.15. 

T&3 kdicates that the LByer is Laminar from the tip to x = 4,“, 
thattxansition extends over the range (4" < x =c 5.7”) the layer there- 
after being tw.dulent. Thettransition 
number range based on x of (0.96 x 1 d 

egionoorrespords 
t 
o aReynolds 

<Rex < 1.37 x IO ). Tbi.8 is 
supported by the plots of &i.splacement ard momentUrn thiokneso (figs. 12 
Gsdl13)and shapes of thevelocityprofiles in the tr3nsitionregion. 
The velocity profiles show clearly that for x = 6.0" (fig.lla) the 
depextuxe from the laminar profile is very marked; uimilsrly at x 5: 5.5” 
(fig.16) the depsrtwo from tho turbulent profile is large. 

7 Turbulentb~layer 

The measured turbulent boundary lawyer on the IO0 cone (the boundary 
layer on the 20° cone is entirely laminar for zero heat transter oonditions) 
is interpreted on 

(a) a power lam velocity profile basis (para. 7.1), leading to 

(b) a log law velooity profile basis (para. 7.2). 

Cone-flat plate turbulent boundary relation3 are obtain& from 
experimental data from IO0 oone and flat plate tests. These are cnm- 
pared with result3 from two semi theoretical dysos by Young12 and 
Van DAentq3. 

7.1 Vclooitv profile atdysis (Power Lw velooity proffies) 

Somet icalve~cityprofilen are &o~infig.lE,sndare ccpn- 
pared dth /6th, l/Tth 3rd 1/8th profiles af the type P 
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, 

(18) 

where n can be 6, 7, 8 otC. 

Themaasuredprofiles are notperfectlyropresentedbya power law 
profile, but the 1/7th power law is probabb the best and analysis of '&he 
data on the basis of this profile is considered &d&Y.sble. 

7.11 Displacement and mmcnt~fl thickesse~ 

The experimental velooity profiles beti% repreaanted by the '/7th 
power law, we shall assume that the displacement and nkmdma thicknesses 
are given as in incompressible flow by 

6X = A (ReX) 
-'/5 

X (19) 

J/5 
0 zz B (lie,) x (20) 

where X q x-C, C being the distance bekeen the origin of the 
lamkarboundary layer and tie effective start of theturbd.entLayer. 

Equations (19) and. (20) my be rearranged to be linear in X (or X) 

where v is the kinamtio viscosity JA and 
0 P 

conditions at the edge of the boadary layer. 

Experimental results ere first plotted in 

subscript 1 refers to 

this form (fig.17). 
Linear laws for each set of experirnentd points are obtaizd by the 
method of Least Squares cd values for A, B ad C obidned. In fact 
four oonstants A, B, c md C' ere obtained, two for each equation. 
Evaluation of these constants gives 

(22) 

* a", 0 and 6 are related by the 5ntegra.h 

6% = [(I -g)w 0 = p-$-p -<)aY (Pfa.4). 

0 0 

These integrals are d.etemrined in ref.10 in term of 6 With the free 
streamMach nurdber and zind.ex n as parameters. 

Ebr zero heat &msfer, Iii = 2.35 and n = 7 

6 = 3.72 6% and 6 = 13.9 8. 
- 13 " 



xe 

where x6 = x - 1.72 

xe = x-2.77. 

The effective start of the turbulent bouzxlwzy 
to be the position at which the momentum thiokness 
given by equation (24) and occurs when X6 = 0 or 

7.12 Rouudarv leyer +hickneoo 

(23) 

(24) 

lsyerisusuallytaken 
is zero. This is 
x= 2.77. 

The relations between the boundary layer thickness 6, the dis- 
placementthickness 6X ardtht3mcmentumthic.kness 0 er*giPenin 
pera. 7.4. Using equations (23) and (2.4) two expressions for 6 can be 
obtained * 

(25) 

the former being derived Am0 the equation for displacemen t tbi.&ess 
and the swond from the equation Por nkzimentum thickness. 

Taking en arithnaetia mean of the constants for these equations end 
a~smbg x large so that X, u X, :: x, then 

where m&script 0 refers to cOne in compressible flow. 

The comparable equation for incompressible flow over a f&t plate is 

(28) 

where subscript pi refers to flat plate in inxmpressiblc fl.ow. 

u3kiilcnce Fran ref.2 inaicatcs that the boundary layer thickness for 
a flat plate at iii = 2.45 is also given by equation (28), i.e. 

% 

u,x -“/5 
= 0.37 - 

( > 
X. 

"I 
(29) 

Comparisonbetween equdkone (27) end (29) rclatos the acne and flat 
plate boundary layers in cum$?essible flow, i.e. 
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6 2 
&P = tk3* (30) 

, 

. 

This is wita 3 per cent of the theoretical kdnai? relation 

s s=.L. 
sp -0, 

Prdecl the fi laminar factor is accept4 as applicable to the 
turbulent boundary layer (this is discussed ti &tail in para. 7.2), 
then support is given to the conclusion reached in ref.2 that there is 
little variation in the boundary layer thickness in chan&ng from 
incompressible flow to a hiich number of 2.5. 

7.13 Skin friotian 

The mean skin friction is given by 

The experhental data is represented by the mea curve (equatti 
6%)) 

cp = o.066($5($ . 

This is akxxm 5.n fig.18 together with the asymptote 

(32) 

7.2 Log law profile anal,ysis 

The general log law profile 

” 
u - A+Bl~g,~y~ 
'5 

where u t * YT 
"2 

7; = -, To beingthelooalskinf%ioiiion, 
V 

is used as a basis on which to interpret results (Pig,l9). Experimental 
points were plotted using density aid. viscosity evaluated at fro0 stream 
conditions. The local &in friction is given by 

To = 2 E+S 
PI “I ax x 

i 3 

the terms 5ndcls the brackctbeing obtained from the mean curw in fig.13. 
T7hrec profiles (at x = 7.6 hs, 9.0 ins and 10.1 ins) arc given in Pig.19. 
The profiles at x = 7.6 ins and 9.0 ins are consistent. Agreement with 
the profile at x = 10.1 ins is not as good but all thaw profiLe may 
be reasonably represent&by the mean curve 

- 15 - 



where 

u = 4.93 + 5.56 Jaqo ya, 
SW 

(35) 

the subscript w reforriry to conditions at the surfaoe. 

For comparison the re~esentative curves of ref.2 and ref.3 Bre also 
shown in fig.19 

A- = 5.5 + 5.75 Jqo Y'Flq 
uTw 

(ref.2) 

(the profile &&I~ from kuxmpresstile pip-PO flov) and 

u 
% 

= 5.45 + 5.40 lo&+() Yew (37) 

(the profile obtained exper5men~lyfmmflatplats results ateeroheat 
transfer in ref.3). 

Present results show better agreement with the profile uf ref.3 
(equation (37)). 

Arelationbetween the campressible and in~ssibla flow leading 
from the assumption of the log law profile is 

Tw g = q t 0.2 $2 (ref.2) 

= 1 + 0.379 Id,* (for zero heat kcansfer mnditions) 

= 3.09 for ld, = 2.35. 

Amorerecentequation-3 is 

(39) 

= I + 0.36 I$2 

= 2.99 for M, = 2.35. 

Taking a value of I$ = Y/7, values for H are 

H = 3.97 frcunequation(38) 

H = 3.84 from equation (39). 

These are shown in fig.& 

me .&xmer l.ewvalue cf II= 3.43 isd.eri~frcno~ aefini-tjrm 
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and the equations (23) and (24). Thi s is in fact the asymptote to which 
the experimental values of H tend as x tends to infiniQ. It m&&t 
be inferred therefor* that equations (38) exd (37) overestimate H, but 
the length of run of the turbulent boundary layer is insufficient to make 
this a fern oonclusion. 

7.3 Relatti the turbulent bounSaryl.a,yers on a cone and a flat plate 

Because of the present incomplete state of the krbulent boundary 
layer theory no rigorous mathematicd. relations can be &rived between 
the ttorbulentboundaq layers on cones anti flat plates. 

Two semi-theoretical analyses have been made by Van Driest13 and 
Young72. These are discussed in Appendices II tu-d III, where Van Driest's 
analysis in extended to remove anapperentinconsiste~ in the ord.er 
(mxthemdicd)ofhis re3ults. The Pormdae obtainedbyapplication of 
these analyses are given in secSons 7.311 en& 7.312. Section 7.313 con- 
sid.ers the implications of using a "lamjner type" re3atbn 

Humerioal values are given in Table II at the end of this se&ion, 
where they ere compared with the -sent test results. The comparison 
is discussed. in sections 7.32 and 7.33. 

7.31 Theaetioalrelationsbetweencone an&flat Cla~bozdar~ 
layern 

7.311 Comparison assJminR similar l.0~ law rumfiles 
extension of Van Driestis analysis131 

The assumption is made that the log law profile 

willapply to the cone endflatplateboundarylayarswiththe same 
valuea for the cm&ants A and B. This is in faot borne out by 
expertintal&.ta (see seotion 7.2). Application cd the momentum 
equation indicates that the oono aSi flat plate relations for skin 
friction aye the same when the Reynolds nuders are relatdby 

(omitting terms of 0 -j 
0 

and less, see Appendix ILL) 

where 2 s= - 
J- "fw 

(41) 

The ccirr~spording result of Van Driesti isthattherdati~~-~~for 
&infriotionares~whentheRe~.xumberonthemnci5twioe 
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that of the flat Pleta. The log law result contains en additional term 

2 which makes an appreoiable differenw to the results for conditions 
considered jn this note. 
plate skin friction14 

Tding the modified Blasius formula for flat 

(42) 

and the incompressible value of k E 0.4 then at B = 2.35, 
(RL), 

under zero 

heat txmsfer conditions snd for (Rex) = IO6 
P 

'"""'p = 2.39. me 

variation of the Reynolds number relation (equation (41)) with (R%)p 
is ahown in fig.20. 

For the w.meReynolds number,iJxh nuder onoone nndftitplate and 
for zero heat transfer cmditions the results given below follow: 

(43) 

Cfo 2 
CP 

Values of - , 
Cf e @zf are irduaea in Tablo II for 

r P p P 
(Rex)p = lob. 

7.312 Camp arison using an extension of Younq's 2-dl.ysis 12 

The smlysis of Young assuming the power low 

(45) 

I -- 
% 

0 
u, n-l 

PI Y2 
=c- 

(3 VI 

loads to the result that the relation between turbulent boundnry layers 
on a flat plate snd a cone is solely D. function of the exponent n 
(Appendix III). The variation of n withinnormallimits (Le. corres- 
pording to velocity profile ohsnges from l/5 to 'I/9) Fduces ahonges in 
the bow&u-y layer relations of only + 2 per cent. The relations corres- 
ponding to the 1ht-h power law velocity profile are given in Table II 
the variation of these factors with n being shorm in Fig.21. 

7.313 The erxpirical ylominsr' type relations 

The assumptions in this case are that for dd.lar Reynolds nz&ers 
the tbioknesses of the turbulent bcudary layers on a cone and a flat 
plate maybe relatcdbyn constant, ati thatthe momentwthiolasss is 
givenby 
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I -- 
n 

0 = con& (3ex) x . 

It follows that the mean &in friction relation is constant (of. 
section 4.1) but the local skin friction relation is dependent upon the 
exponent 11 (Appendix II). The results shown in Tsble II sre for a 
boundary layer thickness ratio of l/e (i.e. the ssme as for the 
lamher layer) and for a '/7th power law velocity ~0fil.e (Le. n = 5). 

7.32 Comparison of cone flat plate emerirnental results 

Experimental results obtained from the jO" cone (section 7.1) are 
compsred in Table II rtith the flat plate results of ref.2 on a pnvex law 
basis. kiach mmber corrections (ApperdixV) similar to those made for 
flat plate lsminar boundmy layer results 3re made to the flat plate 
results OS given in Table II. 

7.33 Comparisons between the experimental cone-flat plate relxkions 
& those derived from theoq 

The theoretical and experimentalrelntions discussed in the previous 
paragraphs axe cmpmsd in Table II. There is no direct support for 
either the *seti theoreticnlf analysis or the empirical rel.ati.ons. An 
overnll conclusion is that comparing the tudxdent bounkry layer on a 
oonewith,th3;tonafLatplate,thenaeasuredrate of grcwth d skin 
f'riotionarelarger thanthatprcdictedby thsory. Although the eqiri- 
Cal. tIlmimrl type reIdions mst nearly approach the experimental values, 
the consistency of that of the measured log law profiles for the 100 cone 
and the flat plate suggest th3-k the indial assumptions of the log lnw 
analysis have the strongest support fron present experimntal data. 

The choice of n suit&le fmctionby which the turbulent boundary 
layers on flat plates ad cones m,y be related is therefore in doubt 
until further experime&ald.ata me sxail&le. Uesntime, althcugh the 
log law analysis has n sounder physical basis the tentative adoption of 
the empiriml tlminxc' relations is to be preferred. 

/Ttible II 
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A compar&on of experimental tdulsnt boudary lwer funatinn.3 for S-C flow 
~v-eraflatplate~ and the100 conewith SODB 'semi theoretLoaLL~ functions 

' Cone/ZlatPl.ate 
RelationzDeriv&l Conf&latPlate 

Flat plate Cone/Flat Plate j fromaLogbw Relations Derivd Cone/Flat Plate 
BOW 

hY=. 
(Corrected 100 wne EXpEZrimental 

j 1gifgI;) 

from Young's l3lnplrical 

(A&&%ZE&I, 
Relations 

AudAon I$ 2.35) 
ReLationa (Appendix IV> 

I - Secti& 7.311 Section 7.312 Section 7.313 

6% 0.102 0.0566 I I I 
x25 2. 757 

1=-L 
d3 1.73 

0.027 0.0165 hz 
' 1 1 

0 2.01 737 A= & 

0.033 IO.8 + "3 
Ef 0.@&3 

+0.0594 as 
"r, 1.38 1.19 1.176 $G = 1.30 
231 

?F 0.0% 0.066 1.22 0.995 1.045 5 $3 = 1.16 

sx 
The term cone/flat plate relations refers to 2 etc. for cxxresponaingvalueo of x amIReynol.ds ranober. SubsaxLpta 

T 
0 ani p refer to cone andflatpk~te respectively. 



8 Temeraturs recom factors on the 100 cone 

Ths rewvery factor p is the ratio of the temperature rise in the 
boundary layer with zero heat transfer ti the correspmding adiabatic 
rise, i.e. 

T - 5 
P = Two- T, l (47) 

0 

Bewvery factors wcce obtained ex-per5mentallyby measuring the stag- 
nation teqxraturc To upstream of the throat with both a mcroury ther- 
mometer and a thermocouple, and under zero hent transfer wnditiom 
measuring theboudxcytaaperature T,, at the surfacebymeans of sti 
copper constantan thermocouples imtdled as shorn in f‘ig.2. The statio 
tempernturc !q was evaluated Pram the energy relation 

T 
OS 
Tl c 

1+yBI12 . 
3 

The expx5mental &ta together with the positions of the thsrm- 
couples We given in fig.22. The two sets of points in the turbulent 
region (thenmcouples 5 a& 6) give an average recovery factm p = 0.888 
whiah is a little below the formula given by Squire11 for the rewvery 
faotor of o turbulent bourdory layer 

(49) 

where Q is the Fran&t1 number (t&en 33 0.72 for air) 

C p the specific heat at constant pressure 

k the thermal. conductivity 

i.e. p = o.;ra$ = 0.896. 

Themmwuples I, 2, 3 ad l+ are in the trmsition region x&i 
mensuxenents show considerable scatter; this my be due to asy-metzy in 
the transition position aroma the cone. It was not p0ssibl.e to insa 
themowuplea nearer to the cone tip than 4.9 in&es bemuse of the 
small vertex angle of the cone and no dixeot comparison with the theore- 
tical. kuninsr rewvexy faotor 

P f (G)$ (50) 

s1 0.72; = o.a&y 

is possible. There is, however, sane indioation from the immsition 
values that the recovery factor apmhes the themeticalvalue in the 
lormnar region. 

9 - Conolusions 

Consideration of data frca~ tests on the IO0 and 200 cones at 
Km = 2.4. and unties zero heat transfer editions allows the follodng 
wrdusions to be dram: 
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x 106 
(1) The bouz&ry leyer on the Iti cone is turbulent for Rex > 1.4 

but at t&is Reynolds number on the 290 cone leminar flaw is still 
maintained. This is thought to be due to differences in surface finish 
(particuldly at the tip joints) between the tvro cones, 

(2) The measured lan&nar boun&q layer on the 20' cone agrees 
fairly well withisionagban's approximate flat plate theory9 transformed 
b the theoretical cane-flat plate factors derived by Hentzsche and 
1 end++, and Kangler5. 7 

(3) The measured turbulent boundary layer on the 10° cone has been 
snalysed on a power lax basis and o. log law basis. In the former case 
the velocity profiles are in closest agreement with the 1/7th power law 
profile. In the latter case the skin friction velocity profiles exe 
oonsistently representedby the log law 

the constants be5ng A = 4.93 sd B = 5.56. This is in reasonable 
agreement with the log law repesentation of the flat plate profiles of 
rcxf.3 inwhich A = 5.45 end B = 5.40. 

The correspondence between the turbulent boundary wer on a cone 
a.& that on a flat plate is exnmined on the following bases: 

(i) a oarprison of measured bourduy layers on o. cone (this note) 
am3 a flat plate (ref.2), the datx~tekg reduced on a power 
lawbasis; 

(ii) n log law enalysis similar to that of Van Driest 13; 

.(Fii) a power law analysis by Young12; 

(iv) ~$$!d;;a%zms analogous to the 0 laminar bounaiuy 
. 

Agreement betieen the measured skin friction profiles for the IO0 
cone ad the flntplate supports the basic assuxpttin of the log lsw 
annlysis. However, factors derived from the cxperimcntnldata do not 
completely support any one of the theories (Table II) but until further 
exprimenlxiL data xre available it is swested that the empirical 
tllamimxt factors set outbclow wx suffioiently accurate (withzin 6 per 
cent of the measured fnotors) to be used for engineering purposes. The 
factors are: 

[e (Rex)‘/5x-1]* , 
[O (Rez)‘/5,-’ lp = ’ 

[cf (Re,)1’51, 
;T+3 

[Cf (%3,)‘/5], = - 
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[f+ (NJ”5 I 
2d3. 

[Cp (Rex)‘15]i = ’ 

(4) Recovery faders for the turbulent boundary layer measuredby 
surface thermocouples on the 100 cone are in reasonable agreement 
(average experimental value p = 0.888) with the aocepted value p = 

(o-$ = 0.896 for c = 0.72. No masumments were possible in the 
lamusz region because of thermowupla installatiori difficulties near 
the tip of the cone. 

X 

Y 

P 
0 

u 

72 1 

V 

TO 

Tl 

T "0 

*Iv 

P 

P 

V 

Rex 

6 

fix 

List of SyEibols 

distance along cone generator from tip 

distanoe normal. to cone surface 

radius of as&-symetric bo$y 

velocity at a point in the bow layer parallel to the surface 

velocity inmediately outside the b&y layer 

velocity at a point in the badary layer normalto the surface 

stagnation temperature of the flow 

static temperature of the stream imnediately outsL3.e the boundary 
layer 

temperature of the boudsry layer at the stiaoe 

the temperature of the well 

density (subscripts as for temperature) 

Cipmmio viscosity 

kinsmatio viscosity (subscripts as for teqerature) 

Reynolds 80. based on lsngth x, with free strcainviscosity eM. 
velocity 

thiclaxess of boundary layer 

displacement thickness of the boundsry layer = 
i"( ; 

1-A ay 
PI9 

momtUrn thiclrnoss of the boundary layer = 
/&t-p 
0 

local skin friction 
X 

total skin friction on length x, = 
i 

~~ b; 

0 
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List of Symbols (Conta) 

“f local skin friotion coefficient 

i. (z%+ e)oo, 
= 

1 
* p-l ul 

2 q 

( > 

2% 
%fT.atplate 

for zero pressure grsdient 

Of = To 

w 
3 P, y2 

% 
meen skin friction cceffioient 

B r 
cone E 

&Q, y2s 

for no pressure grahient 

Yry 
y, = - %i T - 5 
P temperature reoovery factor = : I T 

0 I 

6 !52 prsnat1 No. k 
( > 

C P specif'io heat of air at constant pressure 

k thermal corduotwity of six 

Sdbscript w refers to conditions at wall temperature Tw 
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AEENDIXI 

The lsm&ex boudery layer (approximate akebraic solutionsy> 

The theoretmal solution for the lsmzinar boundary layer in this 
note is taken fro13 ref.9. Simple approximete algebraic solutions sre 
obtainedby using the following relations for shear stress and tc;ilpera- 
ture distributions and viscosity: 

(a) Young's sheer stress velocit> relation 

2. = $ -($ I 
po 

IThere I+', the sheer stress at the pm31 is defined by 

F, = Cf jGx j 

(b) a temperature velocrty relation 

(1.1) 

(I.21 

(x:.3) 

(c) a viscosity temperature relation 

C being a constant derived from the Sutherland formula to fit the 
variation of viscosity with temperature over the teqerature range 
concerned. 

From these relations the foll.oCng analytic solutions of the ladnar 
boudqyleyer integrels sre obtained; 

e = *cx - 4-x F0d-q 4 c I 

(I. 6) 

&;Fx = %[(ii -~)sin-'e + (++B)p-B] (1.7) 

Wht??B 
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For the boundary layer on a cone in a supersonic flaw 

F. = (2g+2+$ 

++iCJ3 I- from equation (I-5) 

= 0.655&i? 

(Fo& = fi (PO) . P 

Substituting for C in equation (1.5) 

(Fo) x fj = c- 
3 J”“, 

(I-8) 

(I-3) 

i.e. equations (I&) and (1.9) are identical for the relation 

Eb = O.G55fiv3. 

Eowever, in rd.2 Croocols relation for a flat plate 

1' 0 = 0.664 VC 

has been used and to allow comparisontobemdewith theseresults t&a 
correspcnding value for a ccne is used, i.e. 

F 0 = 0.664-d72?J3. (1.10) 

Equations (X.5) and (1.3) are not consistent for Crocco*s relation 
between F, and C ard it is necessary to define 6% and 8 a.5 

0 = & (Fo)a (Rex)-'x (1.11) 

sx= H.8. (1.12) 

A value for C canbe detemined so that equation (1.3) give3 n 
good approximation to the Wtherlsnd viscosity formula over the appm- 
priatetemperature range. A detailed derivation of ths expression for 
C is given in ref.2 but only the results need be stated here, i.e. 

(I-13) 

where T, = 116% ad T' is a temperature intermediate between T, 

* Tl givenby 

T' = h).@ 2 
(Tw - Two) 

"; Tl Tl 
- 0 273 d ('-I) &I * . 2 I' (I. 14) 
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For zero heat transfer condtions 

Tw 
0 

= T, 

and the expressions for the constants become 

B = 0 

3 

o-15) 

(1.16) 

For Ml = 2.35 these give 

A = 1.938, B = 0, 0 e 0.936 end D = 0.796 

which men substituted into equation (I.&), (X.7), (LIO), (1.11) a 
(1.12) give the 3amim.r boundary ls.yer equations used for comparison 
withexperimentaldata: 

bX = 2.445 Rex4 x (1.17) 

0 dx = 0.371 Rex (1.18) 

x = 6.61 GIY) 

$ \IRex = 1.682 Ed.54 sin-‘e + 0.398~ -I --z ] J . (1.20) 

For ll 1 = 2.23 

A = I.&&, B = 0, c = 0.936 end D = 0.716 

giving 

6' = 2.30 (Rex) 4 X (1.21) 

0 z 0.371 (Rex)4 x (1.22) 

II r 6.22 (1.23) 

$j-$ = 1.682 ~I.@8 sin-'z + 0.358~ j] . m.k) 
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ALPFENDIX II 

A com-pnrison between turbulent bow layers on a cone -- 
and flat plate basd on a log law analysis (refs.13 snd 21 

The analysis 111 this appcnct~~ is slrcila~ in form to that of 
Van ~rz~est'3 but is bazed on the con stancy of velocity profile advanced 
in ref.2. The relations obtained between the bouii layers on flat 
platen and. cones are dif'fcrsnt from those of Vanrjricst, the dif'fsrences 
being sue to second order terms in the solution. 

The assumption will be made that on both flat pletcs and cones the 
velocity profile in compressible flow is givenby 

2 = D + i log, y% W.1) 
%v 

where 

the subscrzpt a referring to cotitrons at the surface. 

Equation (II.1) oax be %-ritten 
av s h:- 

Y = iK. da 
T 

aks'y 
aY= 

" .L--sz az 
Y 

aid 

(11.2) 

(n.3) 

where 

The relationbcti~ecn the temperature and ilensity profiles and the 
velcxzty pofile is assued to be 

T 2 F, ~v=l-pz-az =p. (n-4) 

Equations (11.3) a~16 (11.4) are substituted in the momentum 
equation 

6 
p, u,z e = 

i 
pu b, - 4 4y 

0 

90 Tl 
ksz 

- = Faks 2 z(1 -z) c flz 
. 

*-Ar n (1 - pz -,z2) 

The solution of tl9.s integral (see ref.2) is 

Ye - = gPp3(~)]. 
V w 
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(=5) 

(11.6) 

W-7) 



Thus for s large 

- = ap Ye 
VW k 

for flat plates end. cones. 

(a) Flat plate 

The skin friction equation 

and 

Now from equation (11.8) 

ulx Tl -- = a v T k s* d (ek") . 
w w 

Integrating,thiebecoms 

UX 1 - = T;,a:e’-[I -+.+), V 
w 

T 
E Jase *ks, 2- 

ICI k [ i 
-i&I 

igno~ the second order term 

The skin friction equation 

may be written 

and from equation (11.8) 

and 

(11.8) 

(11.9) 

(11.10) 

(n.11) 

(11.12) 

(ILl3) 

0% 14) 

oI.15) 

(11.16) 
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Thus 

2 u x 1 
T 

Integrating 
--iii = :T; i 

s2 ekS x- 2 
i 

XP s as- . 
1 

Thus for s large X is given to a first or&~ by 

Ul x1 
-q-= 

(11.17) 

(II.18) 

(11.19) 

ks xe sds 

xl ks 
= ze 

c 
3 11 s -Fk + 0 s . . . . 

0 3 

Substituting in equation (II.18) x is given to a second order 

9 xz2 fcr (II.20) 
2vY; 

= a2.x,S2e~ 
k Ipl 

p -(A -J&f 0 (3) . ..]] 

and from equation (II.19) 

2 

0 
“2 =l+d 
x1 0 

2 l 

Ignoring second order terms 

x2 1 -= I---. 
xl J- ks 

Thus to a second oriler 

(II.21) 

Comparing this equation with the corresponding one (equation (11.12)) 
for the flat plate and assuming that the olrin friction coeffioimt cf 
and the heat transfer parameter Tw/T, are the same then 
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h& 21-k ?I -= 
(%)p ( > I - 2 

= 2~+4&) (11.22) 

for large values of 8. 

If the skin friction wtiicient cf is representedby a power law 
tb3mJ.a then 

-c -=A 
(Re&+ 

"fP -‘/5 l 

tn. 23) 

(Redp 

Then for the fame skin friotion owffioients 

At 

and thus for the sameReynolds tier 

From equations (11.8), (11.12) and (11.21) 

(Re& e -=cc 
@dp ep 

(11.25) 

(II.26) 



some restits taksn kom equations (X1.22), (II.241, (11.25) and 
(11.26) cuw tabulated below. Velues of oarresponding skinfridion 
coefficients are taken frcxn the flat plate formula14 

"9, = 1 = 0.0296 2 . 
s 2 (a.27) 

The Reynolds nwiber ( Tl Rewy TXTl . 

w = -Tf VW > 
3.8~ significantperemeter 

for the cone flat plate relations, but corresponding values of' 
ux I = - 
"I 

for aldach ndaer of 2*fi5 and zero heat transfer codi- 

tions are vlcluded in the table for generdocmpariaon. The-parameters 
marked thus * are for equal cone andflatplate skini?ri.otion coeffi- 
cients; those marked ** are for equal. cone and flat plak? Reynolds 
numbers. 

e 
*c* 2 I 

&F 
I 

eP 
2. 1.917 

% ** - 
%P 

0. yea l.O-l9 I.043 
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A-IX 112 

A SW of YOLUI.K:S correlation'2 betwwn the turbulent 
boundary layers for 2 &nznsional a.& sXi-s;vmmetriO 

flow extended to the cone-flat plate case 

Young s.ssumes the skin friction for both two dimensional aid axi- 
symmetric flow to be given by n ..I 

z 
0 2 c 

W2 
h(Iri, ) (III.1) 

C and n be' 
functions h(K., Y 

constants identical for both cases. The campressibility 
axe likewise assuo1cd to be identical for two dimen- 

sional. and axi-symmetrio flow in the analysis below. 

The momentum equations for tvm dimensional and ax.i-s~trio flow 
are respectively 

(III.2) 

T 
=o 

PPt2 
(III. 3) 

where r. is the radius of the axi-symmetric body. 

The solutions to these equations are obtain&by sdstituting for 
2 z 

0: 0d-L 
2 can then be obtained in terms of X. Intheir 

PU I 1 pu i q2 
most general form these solutions involve integrals of flow azd body 
shq-3 parameters. If as in the cases consid.erd in thm note the tWa 
iiimensionalflowis uniformflowover aflatplate and the aXi-symmetrio 
flow is supersonic flow over a cone then the momentMl equations simplify 
an3 the complexity of the .xd.utions is corres ndingly reduce& Thus 
for a flat plate in a uniform flow equation gI.2) becomes 

and for a cone 

a0 e z 
-z+c 
ax x 

=o 

PP,2 
I I- 

h(x) l 

(III.41 

(aI.5) 



The latter canbs written 

1 1 II 

h(M) b 0,) 
- Z n-1 

x . W.6) 

Assus@ing thatthebounkq layer is turlxiLentfmmthe1~ edge 
or tip of the b&y and that h(M) is not a function of x then 
equations (III.&) and (III.6) cznbe integrated to giw 

1 
n 

ul epn-' = $- c - 
-n-.l 

0 
h(N) x 

"I 

n 1 -- n-l 
ec 

1: AC 3. 
2Zl-1 (’ 

n-l 

“I/ 
h(E) x 

respedivel;y. 

(*1.7) 

(III.8) 

(III.9) 

The value of n corresponding to the '/7-b power law is n = 5 
which gives 

% 1 
0 P 

=Tyr* 

!Che relations for skin friction follow 

“f 
1 

A= Sk-1 n 
OfP [ 1 iTi 

= 1.176 far n 5: 5 

and 

n-7 
cFo 

- 

- 

GFP 

-2s n II 1 
= 1.045 for n = 5. 

!Chese expressions are relatively bsensitive to the vahs of n used 
within the ~rmal range of n. That id, values of n = 4 and 
corrcspcnfling to '/5th and ~/yth pser laws give a variation of 
of + 2 per cent from the value given for n : 5. 
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Some empirical relations between the turbulent boundary 
layer characteristics for flow over cones .ti flat plates 

The folloming transformation equations (analogous to the theoretical 
laminar bounkry layer transformations of Hantzsche snd Wend&, and 
Mangled) beixeen the displacement and momentwn thicknesses functions for 
the turbulent boundary layers on cones and flat plates are used to com- 
pare with corresponding functions obtained from experimental data: 

ana {e(Rex)“n], 
~dRg;)“n]p 

=Jj . 

(IV.1) 

m.21 

where subscripts c end p refer to cone and flat plate respectively. 

The subsequent transformations follow: If the momentum thickness 
on a flat plate can be represented by 

*P = A (ReX) 
-‘/n 

X 

Then 

-l/n 

% = B.A(ReX) X. 

The local skin friction coefficients are 

A (Rex) 
-'/IJ 

c 3 

-‘/n 
= 2BA y (Rex) I 

Similarly for the overall skin friction coefficients 

(CF) = 3 = 2? (ReX) -1/n 
P 

(m.3) 

(m.4) 

(N.5) 

(m.6) 
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4e 
($)c = -$ = 4% (Rex) 

-l/n 
(Iv.?) 

Then 
(0, Red/? 

(f+ Reg'? 
Q = 28. 

P 

(N. 8) 

If the '/7th power km veloczty profile is accepted (i.e. 
and the factor B assumed to be 1 

n = 5) 

6 as in the kimimr bouncisrylayer 

case) then equations (N.5) and (Iv.8) 

Ecf Reii510 

[cf Re;‘51p 

P.F Rex '/5] c 

FF Reai51p 

become respectively 

E - p3. 

(N.9) 

(N.10) 
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APmmDM ‘I 

Corrections to the experimental data sue to dd'ferenms 
in Mach nmber betmen the cones and flat plate 

To obtain correspondence between the bo&y layers on the cone8 
and flat plate it is necessary to account for the effect of the Nach 
number MI (inmediately outsxde the boundary layer) on the boundary 
layer functions (flat plate MI = 2.45, IO0 cone MI = 2.35 and 
20° cone IdI = 2.23). 

The correotions are set out below: 

(a) Lsminar boundary lav?r 

'i'!he theoretical boundary layer functions for the flat plate9 and 
the cones (Appendix I) show that 

(v.2) 

where a and p refer to different values of 011; A, B, C andD 
being f'unctions of Ml. 

Substituting the values of "1 appropriate to the cones and flat 
plate, the follmdng correction factors are obtained: 

(‘)M, = 2.35 

(e)jq, = 2.45 

(H)N, = 2.35 @$=2.35 

(H)M, = 2.45 = (“x)~I,=2.45 

(H)M, = 2.23 

(Hhdi, = 2.45 
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(b) Tmbulent boundary layer 

aSsome that the boundary layer functions msy be expressed as 
follows-i: 

% = A (Rex) 

2.2 

-‘/5 T, 5 
e = B (Rex) X F 

0 w 

(VA) 

(v* 5) 

(v.6) 

where A and B sre oanstants. 

For zero heat transfer 

and equations (V.4), (V-5) ad (V.6) bet- 
2.2 

% = A (Rex) 
$5 

c 
,++,2-7 

3 

-'/5 L y-l -- 2.2 5 
e = B (Rex) 

x c 1+oy-)L12 3 

(v. 7) 

(v* 8) 

Thus for % = 2.45 (flat plate) and I$ = 2.35 (10’ Oone) 

@F&I, =2.35 h, = 2.35 

(%&, = 2.45 z (*)k!, = 2.45 
= t.02 

@)M, = 2.35 

@hi, = 2.45 
=& 

(v.9) 

(~x)ld,=*.35 

(6x)+2.45 
= +5iL 
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To enable a compsrison to be made between the various sets of expri- 
mental results solely on a basis of bodygeanetry, all restits in Tables 
I ed II have, therefore, where necessary, been corrected to a Nach ruder 
of 2.35. 
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